
Your phone is a work of art, so your case should be too. The MilanTM case does more than just protect; it enhances the beauty of your device. MilanTM is made with 
graphene, one of the strongest materials in the world, and it provides up to 13 ft. of drop protection. It has a beautiful, semi-transparent surface enhanced with 
on-point colors and design trends including ombre waves, iridescence, and glitter. MilanTM is made with up to 78% recycled material, making it a conscientious choice 
as well as a fashionable one. With MilanTM, your phone is always runway-ready.
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Semi-Transparent Case with Runway-Inspired Design

MilanTM is more than just a pretty case. It’s reinforced with graphene, one of the 
strongest materials in the world. Milan provides up to 13 ft. drop protection. It 
has a beautiful, semi-transparent surface enhanced with ombre wave e�ects, 
glitter, or an iridescent �nish. This slim, lightweight case �ts comfortably in your 
pocket, but you won’t be able to resist showing it o�.

MilanTM

1 Mil Std 810G 516.  2 Contains an antimicrobial agent with properties built in to protect your case by inhibiting the growth of odor-causing bacteria and guarding against degradation from microorganisms.
3 Recycled material content is verified by an independent third party.

• MilanTM has been tested and proven to protect your phone from drops up to 13 feet (4 meters).1
• Graphene is harder than a diamond, yet more elastic than rubber, and up to 200x stronger than steel.
• Milan cases have a beautiful, semi-transparent �nish with imagery inspired by the natural world.
• Milan contains an antimicrobial agent with properties built in to protect your case by inhibiting the growth of
   odor-causing bacteria.2
• Milan is made with up to 78% post-consumer recycled content.3
• The slim, lightweight design �ts easily in your pocket and comfortably in your hand.
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WARRANTY

COLOUR AND PART NUMBER

Samsung Galaxy S24 series

MilanTM Case

2 years

Aurora : 702313608  |  702313609  |  702313610

Iridescent : 702313614  |  702313615  |  702313616

Glitter Pink : 702313617  |  702313618  |  702313619


